
2024 IFMAR WORLDS 1/10th IC track Touring Cars

Organized by Huge RC from November 15th-23rd 2024





Huge RC is a covered, semi indoor track in Bangkok City and owned and 
facilitated by 2002 IFMAR ISTC World Champion Surikarn Chaidejsuriya.
The track has a number of AC cooled rooms which can be rented and a number 
of RC shops for all your parts. Track space is 30 x 60 meters and various lay-outs 
are possible
Huge RC uses RCM software for lap counting
The track also hosted the 2014 IFMAR Worlds 1/10th IC track which was won by 
Alexander Hagberg



Organizing committee:
Chairman TOC Surikarn Chaidejsuriya
Secretary/treasurer Pattarapan Chaidejsuriya

Email for all inquiries surikarn@hotmail.com
Telephone +66 91-442-9390

Race Officials
IFMAR IC Chairman Sander de Graaf IFMAR referee Javier Garcia
Race Director tba Femca referee and MC Leonard Kee
Assistant RD tba Local referee tba
Time Keeper Kosol Numtawee HSE inspector Pattarapan Chaidejsuriya
Technical inspector Daniel Fungladda



Location, Bangkok, Thailand
3 Chaloem Phrakiat Rama 9 Soi 30 Yaek 14, Dok Mai, Prawet, Bangkok 10250



Easy access to the track from Suvarnabhumi International Airport by taxi.

Since traffic in Bangkok is a little bit hectic and since they drive on the left we advice 
you to take a taxi. Taxi’s are very cheap in Bangkok and apart from the colored taxi’s 
you can find transport with Grab and Bolt

google maps location: Search Huge RC Circuit
 
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Huge+R%2FC+Circuit/@13.6781694,100.68718
22,14z/data=!4m15!1m8!3m7!1s0x311d5e1ff1c7e26d:0xbc296d08b0600030!2sHuge+
R%2FC+Circuit!8m2!3d13.6807784!4d100.6876598!10e5!16s%2Fg%2F11btvb8mdj!3
m5!1s0x311d5e1ff1c7e26d:0xbc296d08b0600030!8m2!3d13.6807784!4d100.687659
8!16s%2Fg%2F11btvb8mdj?entry=ttu



Hotels.
Dozens of affordable hotels available within 20-30 minutes from the track varying from 

1000 Thb / 2** till 5000 Thb for 5*****
Check out the various booking sites, like Booking.com / Agoda / Tripadvisor.com



Controlled Fuel;
There will be 2 fuels available to choose from.
Maxima Tempo and Rapicon, both 16% in volume
According to IFMAR rules.

Controlled tire
The tire brand is not decided yet. The high traction for this track is a known fact, but a lot of 
testing has been done since 2014 and races are run every month. At the moment they run 50 
shore with the sides glued, but the organizer is doing some extra tests to find an even better tire 
combination. The dimensions will be 58mm front, 60mm rear. 

Payment instructions for tires and fuel will be available in the 2nd Stage report.
Make sure you mention the number of tires you want for practice and the brand of fuel when 
you submit your entry to your bloc.









Track layout for worlds and direction = clockwise



IFMAR 2024 rules will apply.

Heat length 7 minutes

Every drivers will need to buy a minimum of 8 sets of controlled tires. They will be 
stored in a box for each driver and can be re-used if the driver wishes to do so.

Professional Time table
Thursday afternoon   Registration
Friday/Saturday    IPD + registration
Sunday/Monday   Controlled practice / Technical  
     inspection + registration+ opening ceremony
Tuesday    Timed practice for seeding
Wednesday/Thursday   Qualifying
Friday/Saturday    Finals, with on Saturday after main 
     final, banquet and prize giving
Sunday     Spare day, but it is indoors.



Huge RC is wishing that all blocs will be present for these IFMAR Worlds.
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